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INTRODUCTION
Hello and welcome to the Blue Stakes of Utah 811 WebTMS User guide! Since our WebTMS is constantly evolving,
we expect that this document will evolve with it over time. Anything not covered here that you think should be
covered? Feel free to reach out to the appropriate people so we can further the learning together!
Throughout the guide you will see words highlighted in green. These are keywords meant to highlight anything you
can physically click on within the WebTMS. Most buttons however will be specifically explained in BOLD BLUE TEXT.
Let’s get started!
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ACCESSING MOBILE/DESKTOP MODE
When you first go to
will be met with our
look similar to:

access the WebTMS you
login screen which should

As the system logs in, you should be met by our Mobile mode screen automatically. The WebTMS supports two
modes, Mobile & Desktop. While mobile is the default when you log in, Administrators (and above) can change the
default login page to reflect desktop instead of mobile.
To do this, click on settings,

then users, and then click the persons profile that you wish to change.

Once in profile settings, you should easily see a homepage section. Choose desktop, click update at the top or
bottom of the page and next time you log in, you should have desktop mode automatically!
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Below we will review Mobile mode and then Desktop mode respectively

MOBILE MODE
HOME PAGE OVERVIEW
In

the

Home screen you will see four buttons: Refresh, Options, Menu and Logout.

REFRESH:
This allows you to refresh the information on the page.
OPTIONS:

This allows you to set your homepage to either auto-refresh after a specific number of minutes.
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You also are given the option to color code Emergency, Short Notice, Rush, Due & Completed Tickets for visibility:
Be sure to click Save before moving on to keep your personalized settings.

MENU:
Clicking Menu opens a popup, where you can choose from the following list:

The Companies and Settings options are only visible to Director and
Administrator accounts. You can think of this menu as a quick menu for
settings we explain throughout this guide. As you familiarize yourself
with the system, this menu will help you get places faster.
LOGOUT:
This simply logs you out of the program.

Just below these buttons you’ll find a graph that shows how many Tickets (highlighted in yellow) are in the system,
how many of those tickets are Emergency tickets (highlighted in red) and how many are Damage tickets
(highlighted in purple).
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Below the graph, there are some shortcut buttons:
OPEN TICKETS - Takes you to the list of all open tickets.
SEARCH - Look up tickets using specified criteria.
COMPANY - Which displays the Directors company context. (only viewable by Director accounts.)
DESKTOP - Will switch to the WebTMS desktop view.
SETTINGS - This will take you to Admin, History and Queue options. (only viewable by Director & Admin accounts.)
TICKET# SEARCH - Enter the Ticket #, click search & the system will pull that ticket up.
MESSAGES - On the home page, you will find a section labeled Messages. Messages are broadcasts sent to you by
the 811 Center.
The rest of the Home Screen is reserved for different categories of tickets. You can view tickets from the following
categories:
All Open Tickets
All Unassigned Tickets
All Assigned Tickets
Open Tickets assigned to specific locators
Open Tickets by Member Code
Open Tickets by Class
All Closed Tickets

THE SETTINGS MENU
The settings page is the control panel for WebTMS. You can access the settings page from the menu popup or from
the settings button on the home screen:
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SETTINGS: ADMIN
USERS: Add/Edit user profiles
MEMBER CODES: Manage the list of member codes you receive for from the 811 Center.
RESPONSE CODES: Manage response codes for responding to tickets (Different from a Positive (+) Response).
E-MAIL SUPPLEMENTAL: Specify additional Email destinations to send Incoming tickets to.
MAP LAYERS: Draw/Edit polygons on the map to create map layers. Map layers can be used to trigger Auto-Respond
and Auto-Assignment rules.
AUTO-RESPOND: Tickets can be automatically responded to (both internally and to the 811 Center Positive
Response) based on a number of different criteria.
AUTO-ASSIGN: Tickets can be automatically assigned to a locator as soon as they are received.
Below we will review these sections in more detail
SETTINGS ADMIN: USERS
WebTMS is a multi-company system and it's possible to create multiple company profiles and then link them
together. Once linked, Director accounts may then switch their company context (view) between any of those
companies. This feature is something that needs to be set up by the WebTMS system operators.
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DIRECTOR – Has full control, including the ability to
switch company contexts if they have multiple
Companies defined within the WebTMS system. With
each company that is set up , their own unique set of
811 Center Member Codes go
ADMINISTRATOR – Full control, but cannot switch
between company contexts like a Director account
can.
DISPATCHER - Can assign & respond to tickets.
Dispatchers have access to some of the functionality
that Admins have but can only be accessed through
Desktop Mode. Dispatchers can add new users (only
new Locator and Dispatcher accounts) and can edit
contact information for themselves. Dispatchers cannot delete or edit users. Dispatchers can view EOD Audits,
Company EOD & Archives.
Dispatchers cannot create or edit response codes, map layers, or add/adjust Auto Assign/Respond Rules.
LOCATOR - Can respond to tickets that are assigned to them. Directors and Administrators have the ability to enable
specific permissions for the Locator account from their profile.
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SETTINGS ADMIN: ADDING USERS
Click the ADD NEW USER button:

Fill in the basic information for the user,
including the type of account it will be
(Locator, Admin, etc)

From the
the
edit:

Users page select
account you wish to
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From the Edit User page you can recover the password for the account as well as adjust the permission settings.

Locators can have their assigned tickets directly emailed to them by entering an email address in their User

Account Page under the Email section.

The E-mail Assigned Tickets checkbox must be checked in order to activate the Email messages, this setting is
found under the Locator Options heading. A CC: copy of tickets can automatically be sent by adding an Email
address under the Email CC section.

AUTO-ASSIGN HOLD: Used if you want to
disable tickets from being auto-assigned
to a particular locator. It overrides all
Auto-Assign rules that apply to the user.
ASSIGN LIMIT: Limit the number of tickets
that can be assigned to this locator.
Leave the number at 0 for unlimited
tickets.
ALTERNATE: Specify an alternate locator
to receive tickets if they cannot be
assigned to the current one.
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VACATION: Set vacation days for the current user. During this time period no tickets will be assigned to him.
SETTINGS ADMIN: MEMBER CODES
The Member Codes page lists all the Call Center
member codes you are responsible for. These are
the codes that appear on the Call Center Tickets in
the “Members” section. When a ticket is received by
WebTMS, it uses this list of codes to determine
which codes need responding to.
To Add a member code, simply select the Call Center
and fill in the Member Code and Description then
click the Add button. The member code should then
appear in the table below.
To remove member codes, check off the member
code(s) from the Member Code table and then click
the Remove button.

SETTINGS ADMIN: RESPONSE CODES
In WebTMS, a response code refers to the response code you select when responding to a ticket. The response
code used in WebTMS is then mapped to a 811 Center Positive Response Code. Existing WebTMS response codes
can be edited or deleted by selecting the appropriate icon from the Action column. Click New Response Code to
begin the creation process:
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SETTINGS ADMIN: EMAIL SUPPLEMENTAL
The Email Supplemental feature is where you can set up
additional email destinations for your tickets to be sent. After
selecting E-mail Supplemental under Admin click the +New
Supplemental E-mail button & fill out the appropriate
information, including the Send days & times:

SETTINGS ADMIN: MAP LAYERS
The Map Layers feature is where you can draw out a specific area on the map which can be used for Auto-Assign or
Auto-Response purposes. When you select “New Layer” you will be prompted to name & give a short description
for the layer you are creating.
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From the list, select Open to begin creating the
layer. You will need to select the County from the
drop down menu. After selecting the county you
will be taken to the map.

After zooming in to the appropriate area, you will need to select
one of the drawing/editing tools from the drop down menu below
the county list
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After selecting the Add/Subtract Polygon Draw Tool & drawing out the proposed area you click “Finish” or “Reset”
to start over:

The system then gives you the option to add or subtract to the polygon if adjustments are needed. If everything
looks good, select Save. You can now use the map layer for Auto-Assign & Auto-Respond purposes by creating a
new rule under those options in Settings.
Here is a quick overview of the
mapping tools that can be used for
this feature:
MOVE TOOL- This allows you to
move around the map.
ADD (BUFFERED) LINE TOOL- This tool
is used to draw a buffered line
rather than a polygon.
ADD/SUBTRACT POLYGON DRAW TOOLThis is for drawing a polygon as
shown in the example.
EDIT POLYGON VERTEX TOOL- Allows
you to adjust the shape of your
polygon:

SELECT TOOL- Select the Polygon or
Line to edit or delete.
DISTANCE TOOL- Allows you to
measure a distance on the map.
NEAR TOOL- Select a nearby street to
get an address range.
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SETTINGS ADMIN: AUTO RESPOND
Here is where you can set up specific auto-response
rules for tickets. Push the Add New Rule button to
create a new response rule. Auto-Respond rules will
automatically post a response to a ticket, generally
closing the ticket, and also (optionally) assigning a
locator. When the system checks auto-respond
rules, only one rule may be the “winner”, either by
the weight or by the fact that it is the only rule that
applies.
RULE NAME – Specify a rule name.

Rules require a
name so they can be referred to in the history logs.

RESPONSE CODE – This is the response code that will
be posted if this rule applies.
ASSIGNMENT– This allows you to simultaneously
assign the ticket to the specified locator should this
rule apply.
WEIGHT – This is the rule’s weight.

Rules with a
higher weight have higher precedence. If multiple
rules apply to multiple locators, then the weights
are added and the locator with the largest weight is
chosen.

CENTER – The center that the ticket originates from.
MEMBER CODE – The member code on the ticket.

This

must be one of your codes.
PRIORITY – The ticket priority, as specified on the

ticket. Might be center-specific.
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TYPE – The ticket type, as specified on the ticket.

Might be center-specific.

CATEGORY – The ticket category, as specified on the ticket. Center specific. May not be visible/available for
certain centers that do not have ticket categories.
COUNTY – The County, as specified on the ticket.

MAP LAYER – Here you may select a map layer that you have uploaded. Tickets with a dig-site polygon must
intersect one or more polygons in the selected map layer. If a ticket has no dig site polygon, then any grids on the
ticket are used.
PLACE – A specific place name, as it appears on the ticket.
STREET – A specific street name, as it appears on the ticket.
GRID – A specific grid name, as it appears on the ticket.
EXCAV ST/SIDEWALK – Indicates that excavation extends into the street or sidewalk.

Only select a value for this field if

it is on the ticket. Currently USAS/DigAlert has this field.
BORING – Indicates that boring will be used, as indicated on the ticket.

This field may not be used at all centers.

EXPLOSIVES – Indicates that explosives will be used, as indicated on the ticket.
VACUUM – Indicates that Vacuum excavation will be used, as indicated on the ticket.
REMARK – Indicates that this ticket is a Re-Mark request, as indicated on the ticket.
DELINEATED – Indicates that the dig site has been delineated or white-lined, as indicated on the ticket.
WEEKEND – Indicates that work is being on the weekend, as indicated by the “Weekend” field on the ticket.

This

field may not be available at some centers.
NIGHT – Indicates that work is being performed at night, as indicated by the “Night” field on the ticket.

may not be available at some centers.
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This field

SETTINGS ADMIN: AUTO ASSIGN
Here is where you can set up specific auto-assign rules for your locators. Assignment refers to assigning a specific
Ticket and
Member Code
to a specific
Locator
account. Initially
tickets are unassigned and are
then either
assign manually,
or through
Auto-Assign rules
or not at all.
There is no
requirement
that tickets must
be assigned.
There is also a
options & filters
rules. Selecting a
county, and
that all three
ticket for the rule
Often rules will
matching a
or a county, or a
dig site polygon
polygon in the
layer.) A rule
if ALL the criteria
match the ticket.
one rule applies
weight system
play to determine
will be selected
ticket. RULE NAME
name. Rules
so they can be
the history logs.

variety of
to set specific
specific center,
street requires
match on the
to apply.
be assigned by
member code,
map layer (the
intersects a
selected map
“matches” only
specified
If more than
to a ticket, the
will come into
which locator
to receive the
– Specify a rule
require a name
referred to in
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ASSIGN TO – Select the locator that this rule will assign the ticket to.
WEIGHT – This is the rule’s weight. Rules with a higher weight have higher precedence. If multiple rules apply to
multiple locators, then the weights are added and the locator with the largest weight is chosen.
CENTER – The center that the ticket originates from.
MEMBER CODE – The member code on the ticket.

This must be one of your codes.

PRIORITY – The ticket priority, as specified on the ticket.
TYPE – The ticket type, as specified on the ticket.

Might be center-specific.

Might be center-specific.

CATEGORY – The ticket category, as specified on the ticket.

Center specific. May not be visible/available for certain

centers that do not have ticket categories.
COUNTY – The County, as specified on the ticket.

MAP LAYER – Here you may select a map layer that you have uploaded. Tickets with a dig-site polygon must
intersect one or more polygons in the selected map layer. If a ticket has no dig site polygon, then any grids on the
ticket are used.
PLACE – A specific place name, as it appears on the ticket.
STREET – A specific street name, as it appears on the ticket.
GRID – A specific grid name, as it appears on the ticket.
EXCAV ST/SIDEWALK – Indicates that excavation extends into the street or sidewalk.

Only select a value for this field if

it is on the ticket. Currently USAS/DigAlert has this field.
BORING – Indicates that boring will be used, as indicated on the ticket.

This field may not be used at all centers.

EXPLOSIVES – Indicates that explosives will be used, as indicated on the ticket.
VACUUM – Indicates that Vacuum excavation will be used, as indicated on the ticket.
REMARK – Indicates that this ticket is a Re-Mark request, as indicated on the ticket.
DELINEATED – Indicates that the dig site has been delineated or white-lined, as indicated on the ticket.
WEEKEND – Indicates that work is being on the weekend, as indicated by the “Weekend” field on the ticket.

This

field may not be available at some centers.
NIGHT – Indicates that work is being performed at night, as indicated by the “Night” field on the ticket.

may not be available at some centers.
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This field

SETTINGS: HISTORY

SETTINGS HISTORY: EOD AUDITS
The EOD Audits page lists all the EOD Audit transmissions from the One-Call center(s) along with WebTMS’s own
audit, verifying tickets received. If all tickets are accounted for, the status will display in Green. If any tickets are
missing, the status will be displayed in Red.
SETTINGS HISTORY: COMPANY EOD
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The Company EOD is generated during the system End-Of-Day processing and provides a summary of the tickets
received during the previous day. Administrators, via their User profile, can opt to receive a copy of the Company
EOD at the time it’s generated.

SETTINGS HISTORY: EVENT LOG
The Event Log contains information related to modifications to Company and User settings, as well as E-Mail,
Excavator +Response and Call Center +Response delivery.

SETTINGS HISTORY: ARCHIVES
On the first day of each month, WebTMS will generate a Microsoft Access database (.MDB) file with all the
Company and ticket data for the previous month. These are zipped and available for download on the Archives
page.

SETTINGS: QUEUS

SETTINGS QUEUES: E-MAIL
The E-Mail Queue page will list any e-mails in queue, along with any error information. In addition, you can view
recently send messages.
DESKTOP
SETTINGS QUEUES: QUEUE +R/CENTER811
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This page lists any currently pending Positive Responses to the call center, as well as recently transmitted
responses.
SETTINGS QUEUES: QUEUE +R/EXCAVATOR
This page lists any currently pending Positive Responses to the Excavator, as well as recently transmitted
responses. This page may not be present if Excavator Positive Response is not enabled for your Company.

SETTINGS QUEUES: EMERGENCY TICKET HANDLING
The system can be configured to handle emergency tickets as a special case. Emergency tickets can be left UnAssigned, assigned to a specific locator, or use the normal Auto-Assign rules. This feature can only be accessed
through Mobile Mode.

SETTINGS QUEUES: AUTO-EXPIRE TICKETS AT EOD
You can specify that a response be applied to tickets older than a specified threshold (zero to 10 days, measured in
hours). This threshold can be based on the tickets sequence date, due date, work date, or expiration date. This can
be used for closing old or expired tickets. If enabled, it will run during the next company EOD processing. This
feature can only be accessed through Mobile Mode.
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RESPONDING TO TICKETS
By clicking Open Tickets from the Home Page you will find a list of every open ticket you currently have in the
system.
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Use the Open Ticket Filter to
custom sort your Open Tickets.
You can also search for a ticket
in the Ticket# field:

By default a locator can only see
tickets that are assigned to him.
This can be changed by adjusting
his permissions. Go to settings
and users to adjust permissions.

WebTMS allows for users to respond to
tickets individually or by multiple at a
time. Once you have a list of tickets checkmarked using the boxes on the left, you
can respond to a single ticket directly from
the View Ticket screen by clicking
“Respond” at the top of the screen.
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You can also respond to one or more tickets from the All
Open Tickets screen by “checking” which tickets you
would like to respond to, clicking the “Selected” pull
down button and clicking “Update”

You can then select an action to apply to all the
selected tickets. You can either assign the selected
tickets to a specific locator or respond to them by
choosing the appropriate locator or response from the
drop down menu:

When responding to a ticket, either individually or in multiples, you will be given the following options:
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RESPONSE - Select the appropriate response for the ticket from
the drop down menu: Clear “Facilities Clear,” Closed “Closed (No
Response),” Expired “Ticket Expired,” Marked “Facilities
Marked,” or choose a customized response.
LOCATED DATE - Specify the date the ticket was located.
LOCATED TIME - Specify the time the ticket was located.
UNITS MARKED - This is where you put in the number of units that
have been marked for the location. These numbers will be used
in the reporting service.
UNITS WORKED - This is where you put in the total number of
units worked, meaning the total time spent in marking the
location. This also will be used in the WebTMS reporting service.
WORK DONE - You have the option to describe the type of work
completed when locating or responding to a particular ticket or
a group of tickets.
NOTES - Add special notes to the ticket (will only be viewable
internally, not to the excavator).
NOTE TO EXCAVATOR - Add notes to the excavator that will be
included in the +Response sent to the excavator.
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After the response has been sent out for multiple selected tickets a summary of these actions will be displayed
showing the responses sent and how
many tickets were responded to.

Click the Detail button to view the ticket
number, member code and response
sent on it. If you click the arrow on the
right of each ticket listed in the Detail,
the full ticket will open in a new tab. You
also have the option of Re-Opening those
tickets that have just been responded to
by clicking the Re-Open button below the
details summary.

After clicking the Re-Open button the same tickets that were originally closed by the response are now listed as
being an opened ticket once again.
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Another way to respond to your open tickets individually is to View the ticket in the All Open Tickets screen.

When you click the “VIEW” button on one of the tickets in the list, the ticket will open in a different tab. Here you
can Print the ticket, Assign it or Respond to it.
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In the Responses section, you will see the
ticket displayed with limited information
about the ticket such as: the status of the
ticket (whether it is open or assigned),
whether there is a response attached to
the ticket, the location, who the work is
for, the type of work taking place and the
dates associated with the ticket (work
date, due date, etc).

Under the Original Ticket tab, you’ll
see the full version of the ticket in text
format.
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In the Ticket Map tab, under the Original Ticket tab, you will see the location that the excavator has outlined in
our mapping system:

Using the map you can zoom in or out by using the + or – buttons.
If available in the specified area, you can view the Aerial version of the map. You can do a straight line
measurement by selecting the Distance tool and clicking on the map to make your begin point of measurement
and click again at a different point to create a measurement line.
When you click the Distance tool button again it highlights the distance line and lists the total footage/mileage in
the bottom left corner of the map.
The Near tool can be used to select the street and show the address range for the selection. The Clear button is
used to clear all tool selections from the map.
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Below the Ticket Map tab in the History
section, you see the history of any
actions taken on this ticket, along with
the date and times and a short
description of the action:

In the Images tab, we have the
ability to upload picture of where
the ticket takes place.
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The
tab
us to
any

Notes
allows
leave
extra

thoughts on the ticket that is not carried into the system

The Reports section is
viewable by Directors,
Administrators & Dispatchers
only. This section includes a
report of how the ticket has
been Auto-Assigned & a report
on any Auto-Responses
attached to it.
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DESKTOP MODE
HOME PAGE OVERVIEW

Your Home tab through Desktop Mode will give you a quick view of a variety of areas regarding your tickets:

Desktop Mode has a Menu button in the top left to access the Settings Menu and a Logout button in the top right
to end your session.
Also additional “tabs” would be shown along the top of
the screen.

THE SETTINGS MENU
In Desktop Mode the Settings window can be accessed
by clicking on the Menu button.

Clicking on any of these options will create a new “tab”
34

if it wasn’t previously opened, otherwise it will bring that tab into focus.

THE SETTINGS MENU: WEBTMS
HOME: This will show the home screen again.
OPEN TICKETS: Displays the tab of with a list of tickets. By default it shows all open tickets, but custom filters can be
set. Depending on browser settings, these configurations should be saved between sessions.
MAP: This will allow you to view tickets on a map.
CLIPBOARD: This will show the tickets currently saved to the clipboard. The clipboard is used for the ticket route
functionality.
SEARCH TICKETS: Opens a new tab to search for tickets based on advanced criteria. Same interface as Mobile Mode.
MESSAGES: Displays Broadcast messages from the 811 call center or from WebTMS that may need to be
acknowledged/addressed.
DESKTOP Exclusive: Reports This will take you to the reports section of WebTMS.
QUEUE: E-MAIL: Opens the E-Mail queue page that lists pending and recently delivered email messages, as well as
error information should there be any delivery issues. In the User settings, Locator accounts can receive e-mail
copies of tickets assigned to them. The Supplemental E-Mail page allows you to configure WebTMS to send copies
of tickets, audits, and messages to specific e-mail addresses.
QUEUE: +R/CENTER811: Opens the Call-Center Positive Response Queue page. This page lists currently queued
Positive Responses, along with any possible error information. It also lists recently transmitted Positive Responses.

THE SETTINGS MENU: ADMIN
USERS: The user account management window. Same as Mobile Mode.
MEMBER CODES: Member code maintenance page
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RESPONSE CODES: Create and edit response codes. Identical to Mobile Mode.
E-MAIL SUPPLEMENTAL: Set up tickets to be forwarded to additional Emails. Same as Mobile Mode.
MAP LAYERS: Create and edit map layers. Same interface as Mobile Mode.
MAP LAYER UPLOAD: Takes you to the Upload map layer page. Shape files can be uploaded into WebTMS and saved
to create new map layers.
AUTO-RESPOND RULES: Create and edit Auto Response rules. Mobile Mode layout.
AUTO-ASSIGN RULES: Create and edit Auto Assign rules. Mobile Mode Layout.
CENTER EOD AUDITS: Lists EOD Audit messages along with the WebTMS audit.

Call Centers send EOD Audit messages
for each member code, listing the tickets received in sequence order. During the WebTMS EOD processing time,
WebTMS will verify each ticket was received and generate its own report. This page allows you to view both EOD
types.

EOD AUDITS: End of day audit listing whether all tickets have been received or not for that day. If there are tickets
that have not been received the audit lists the total number missing. Mobile Mode Layout.
WEBTMS EOD: The WebTMS EOD is run after hours during the EOD time slot (usually 1AM).

It reports on total tickets

received across all One-Call centers, as well as verify the Ticket Archives are up-to-date.
ARCHIVES: The Archives page contains links to download (Zipped) Microsoft Access (MDB) database archives of all
tickets of a given month. These files are generated starting on the 1st day of the month, for the month prior. Since
some tickets in the archive may still be open, archives are re-generated again the next month in order to capture
current data. This repeats as long as there are still open tickets in the archive.
EVENT LOG – The Event Log contains information related to modifications to Company and User settings, as well as
E-Mail, Excavator +Response, and Call Center +Response delivery.

TICKET MANAGEMENT
You can manage your tickets from any Ticket Summary tab. A ticket summary tab is simply a tab that displays a list
of tickets based on the set filter criteria. The easiest way to show this is by selecting Open Tickets from the Settings
Menu.
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The ticket summary screen has a row of filters along the top to change what tickets to display

RESET- resets all filters to their “default” settings.
UPDATE- refreshes the page to display tickets based on the new filter criteria.

FILTER TEXT BOX- Allows you to further filter tickets on the page. It looks through all displayed fields looking for what
you typed. Keep in mind this is NOT a Search function so it will only show tickets that meet all the other criteria as
well.
ALL- Selects all tickets on the page.
CLEAR - Deselects all tickets on the page.
RESPOND - Used to respond to selected ticket(s).
ASSIGN - Used to assign selected ticket(s).
VIEW - Opens a new tab and shows the Ticket Details.
MAIL - Allows you to send tickets via Email (based on the email address tied to a user account, or a separate email

address entered manually)
DOWNLOAD - Allows you to download

tickets in various formats, including
their shapefile Zip archives.
DIFF - Allows you to compare two
tickets side by side and see their
differences.
CLIPBOARD - Opens the clipboard tab.
CONFIG - Customize how the current Ticket summary filters and displays tickets.
TAB - Create a new tab.
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TICKET MANAGEMENT: CREATING CUSTOM TABS

If you have a Ticket Summary tab in focus you can
select the Config button in the top right corner of the
screen to make adjustments to specific filters, colors &
columns you wish to use on the ticket summary screen.
You can click the Tab button to create a new tab and
customize it to show tickets how you like. These
settings should be saved between sessions, depending
on your browser settings:
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First column of colors changes color of
the bar, second column changes the
color of the text within the bar.
Click and HOLD the arrows to move
them up or down on the list.

The columns section allows you to organize your
tickets how you would like best. Drag and drop the
rows using the arrows to change which information
goes where on your ticket summary tab.

TICKET MANAGEMENT: RESPONDING TO TICKETS
You can respond to a ticket from any tab that displays a list of tickets. One way is to select Open Tickets from
STAGE section from the dropdown menu options above the tickets. This would then take you to the Ticket
Summary Screen:
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You can assign tickets or respond to them either individually or by multiples at the same time by checking the box
under the TMS column:

Selecting the Assign button at the top right of your screen will bring up a pop up menu where you can select the
appropriate locator for the job:
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Selecting the Respond button will bring up a pop up Response
menu:
RESPONSE – This is the response code to apply to the ticket.

The
response code list is managed on the Admin Response Codes
page. A response code usually closes the ticket, but some may
not (for example, no access to property), indicating another
response will be applied later.

LOCATED DATE AND TIME – This is the date and time that the ticket

was located. It will default to the current date and time.
UNITS MARKED – This is an optional field that can be used for data

collection. This field indicates the number of facilities marked. If
not blank, then enter a number (0 or more).
WORKED – This is an optional field that can be used for data

collection. This field indicates the amount of time worked.
Entering a number in this field indicates the number of minutes.
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So “90” would indicate 1 hour 30 minutes. Times can also be entered as “1h 30m” or “2h”.
WORK DONE – This is an optional field that indicates the work that was completed.

It is a free-form field that is

internal to your company and is not transmitted in any Positive Responses.
NOTES – This is an optional field that allows the respondent to attach extra notes.

It is a free-form field that is

internal to your company and is not transmitted in any Positive Responses.
NOTE TO EXCAVATOR - This is an optional field that allows the locator/respondent to attach a note that is transmitted

to the Excavator. Use this field to relay information to the excavator. This field will be attached to One-Call
Center/811 +Responses as well as direct to Excavator +Response.

DESKTOP MODE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Some of the features of the program can only be accessed through Desktop Mode. Those features would be the
View Ticket Differences, View Tickets on Map, Clipboard feature, Ticket Routing, Map Layer Upload & Reports.
DESKTOP EXCLUSIVE: VIEW TICKET DIFFERENCES
To view the differences between two tickets, highlight the tickets from the ticket summary screen & press the DIFF
button located in the top, right hand corner of the screen:
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A pop up screen will appear showing both tickets side by side. The orange representing changed lines, green
representing inserted lines & red representing deleted lines:

You are also given the option to view the tickets in line with each other by selecting the Inline button from the top
left corner of the window.

You are also able to swap the tickets from left to
right:
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The tickets text will now be in line with each
other. Red representing the differences for
the ticket on the left & green representing the
differences on the ticket on the right when
viewing the tickets side by side.

DESKTOP EXCLUSIVE:
TICKETS ON MAP

VIEW

To view specific or
tickets on a map
Map from the
options:

all of your
select
Menu
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Select the state & county from the drop down menu:

From the drop down menu under Source select if you want to see tickets that are on the Clipboard. To see all
tickets select Tickets or if you highlighted specific tickets on the ticket summary screen you will see just those by
selecting Tickets (selected).

Those tickets will then be highlighted on the map by a white dot:
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By selecting the More Information button on the top panel & clicking on a specific dot a pop up screen will appear
with the ticket # associated with the area:

You then can click the ticket # & it will take you to the full
body of the ticket in Mobile Version.

DESKTOP EXCLUSIVE: CLIPBOARD
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The main purpose of the Clipboard feature is to organize a list of tickets that need to be placed on a ticket
route.
The first step is to select the tickets you want to add to the clipboard by highlighting the star icon next to
the tickets you want added:

To
the

access

Clipboard, select it from the Menu screen in the top left:
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Or you can select the Clipboard button located in the top, right corner of the Ticket Summary Screen:

In the Clipboard view you are given the option to Route, Respond or Assign the tickets that you highlight
on the Clipboard. You also are able to email, download or view the differences of 2 tickets side by side:
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DESKTOP EXCLUSIVE: TICKET ROUTE
After highlighting the tickets you wish to add to the Route feature, click Route and a pop-up window will appear
showing the separate tickets by a white dot on the map:
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On the left of the map, you will see the ticket numbers listed as being
Unrouted:

You then will click the arrow symbol next to the ticket you want
1st in your route, then 2nd & so on. As you select them they are
moved up to the Routed field & given a number by the order
selected. You are also able to move tickets to the Routed field by
selecting RT button above the map & then clicking on the white
dots in the order you want them routed:
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The white dots on the map are now labeled with those corresponding numbers:

After clicking Apply the tickets on the clipboard are rearranged into the new order so they can be emailed and/or
assigned to the proper locator.
DESKTOP EXCLUSIVE: MAP LAYER UPLOAD
This function allows you to upload shapefiles to be used as a Map Layer. From the desktop Menu option select
Map Layer Upload. You then will be taken to a page which lists all current company Map Layers. Under Upload to
New Map Layer enter the Layer Name, a description & the .shp, .shx, .dbr & .prj files. Click Upload:
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The file becomes an active task. After it has successfully uploaded it will be added to the list of current company
map layers & you can begin using it for Auto-Assign & Auto-Respond purposes. To view the map layer, itself, select
the Map Layers option under Admin on the Desktop Menu.
Under Recent Upload History you can view the most recent files that have been uploaded using the Map Layer
Upload feature. Next to each entry is a results button you can select to view information regarding the file upload:

DESKTOP EXCLUSIVE: REPORTS
To access reports you will want to select Menu from the Desktop View (Reports section is NOT supported in
Mobile View) & select Reports listed under the WebTMS column:
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The reports is as follows with a history section listed at the bottom of all recent reports that have been run:

REPORTS:
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WebTMS comes with some reporting options. The Reports tab provides a selection of reports that can be run. The
Archives (Microsoft Access Database) can also be downloaded and used with reporting options outside of the
WebTMS system. The reports available in WebTMS attempt to cover the primary areas of interest. Each report can
be formatted to fit a variety of options (pdf, MS – Excel, HTML etc).

Here is a quick overview of what each report does:
DAILY AVERAGE- Gives an average volume of tickets by weekday.
TICKET TYPE SUMMARY- Gives a summary of ticket types received for a date range & member codes.
ASSIGNMENT PLACEMENT SUMMARY- Gives a summary of tickets assigned to locators based on member code & date
range.
AVERAGE TIME TO LOCATE- Gives a summary of average ticket response time.
LOCATOR PRODUCTIVITY DETAIL- Gives a detailed report of locator responses & units of work.
LOCATE TIME- Gives an average time to locate based upon a date range.
TICKETS:
OPEN TICKET LISTING- Gives a list of all open tickets based upon member code & locator/s
PAST DUE TICKET LISTING- Gives a list of all tickets that are past their due date.
RESPONSE LISTING- Listing of ticket responses for a date range.
LOCATOR WORKSHEET- Gives an open ticket worksheet for a specific locator.
DATABASE:
ARCHIVE DATA- Listing of all queued & generated Company archives.
AUTO RESPOND RULE SUMMARY- Gives a summary of Auto-Respond rules grouped by Respond Code.
AUTO-ASSIGN RULE SUMMARY- Summary of Auto-Assign rules grouped by locator.
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